A variety of experiments have shown that subjects tend to perceive a target flash as mislocalized when the flash is presented just before, during or shortly after the occurrence of a saccade. The characteristics of this mislocalization suggest that it arises from an anticipatory, slow extraretinal signal, i.e., the signal starts to change before a saccade and continues to change during and after the saccade. However, a target flash creates a visual signal that can persist for as long as 300 ms. Interaction of this visual persistence with the extraretinal signal could have a significant influence on the perceived location of the target flash, and thus on features of the extraretinal signal as inferred from the perceived location. In this study, several different types of models were used to explore how retinal signal persistence together with an extraretinal signal might affect perception. According to these models, the anticipatory, slow extraretinal signal may be an artifact of using a target flash, and the actual extraretinal signal may begin to change only after saccade onset and relatively quickly.
Introduction
When we make a saccadic eye movement, we perceive the location of objects in space to be stable, despite the fact that the saccade causes a rapid shift in the location of the retinal image of the objects. This difference between what happens in perception and at the retina has been the subject of speculation and research for well over a century. One generally held viewpoint is that at the time of a saccade, the perceived location of objects is the consequence of a visually derived signal, called the retinal (R) signal, interacting with some form of oculomotor related signal, the extraretinal (exR) signal. While this idea is intuitively reasonable and conforms to a variety of observations and experimental findings, what this interaction involves remains far from clear. First of all, except for some early work by Matin and his colleagues (Matin, Clymer, & Matin, 1972; Matin, 1976) and the recent work of Bridgeman and his colleagues (Bridgeman & Graziano, 1989; Deubel, Bridgeman, & Schneider, 1998; Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman, 1996) , there has been no serious attempt to investigate the contributions that R versus exR information make to perceived location. Second, while many experiments have explored the characteristics of the exR signal (see below), in virtually all these experiments, visual stimuli and their consequent R signals have been the primary tool used to probe the exR signal. Given the paucity of knowledge about the interaction between R and exR signals, there is reason to suspect that these studies may not have provided us with a clear appreciation of what the exR signal looks like or how it functions, either in the specialized circumstances of the research laboratory or in the everyday visual environment. Most accounts of perceived location suggest that when we make a saccade in normal visual situations, the R signal arising from the shift in retinal image is cancelled in perception by the action of an exR signal. von Helmholtz (1866) was among the first to offer what can be called the traditional version of this kind of theory. He proposed an exR signal in the form of an ''effort of will ''. von Holst (1954) offered a quantitative version of the theory suggesting that the motor mechanism for generating a saccade not only sends an efferent signal to the extraocular muscles but at the same time sends an exR signal, an ''efference copy'', to perception. This exR signal is equal and opposite to the R signal, so subtracting the exR from the R signal serves to null the R signal at the perceptual level.
All forms of the traditional theory require that the exR signal change quickly (e.g., see Matin, Matin, & Pearce, 1968) . To appreciate this, consider that the rapid change in eye position that occurs during a saccade is responsible for a similar rapid shift of the retinal image, and consequently, a rapid change in the characteristics of the R signal. Thus, if the exR signal is to cancel the perceptual effects of the R signal, the exR signal must change as rapidly as the saccade. (Both von Helmholtz (1866) and von Holst (1954) proposed what is often called outflow theory, i.e., the exR arises from central mechanisms initiating a saccade. However, most of the findings presented in this paper can also be understood in terms of inflow theory, where the exR signal comes from extraocular muscle receptors (Ludvigh, 1952; Sherrington, 1918) , or hybrid theory, involving a combination of central mechanisms and muscle receptors (Matin, 1976) .)
One of the first attempts to determine the amplitude and temporal characteristics of the exR signal at the time of a saccade was made by Matin and his colleagues (Matin, 1972; Matin et al., 1968; Matin, Matin, & Pola, 1970; Matin & Pearce, 1965; Pola, 1973 Pola, , 1976 . In these studies, subjects observed a target flash presented before, during, or after a saccade. The subjects task was to judge the location of the flash with respect to the location of a fixation target viewed and extinguished prior to the saccade. Since the target flash occurred in the dark, the perceived location of the flash was not influenced by visual context, but only by the existence of an exR signal. One expectation was that if the exR signal mirrors the time course of the saccade, as implied by the traditional theory, then regardless of whether the target flash is presented before, during, or after the saccade, a flash that is perceived to be at the location of the fixation target should actually be at that location. The surprising finding, however, was that the flash tended to be mislocalized (i.e., the perceived location was not the same as the physical location). The magnitude and time course of this mislocalization suggested, in contrast to the traditional theory, that the exR signal began to change before the onset of the saccade and continued to change for at least a hundred or more milliseconds after the saccade was completed. In other words, the exR signal appeared to be anticipatory and to have a slower time course than the saccade.
Following the work of Matin and colleagues, the perception of target flash location in association with a saccade was investigated using a variety of different psychophysical procedures, i.e., setting a cursor to the location of the flash (Honda, 1990 (Honda, , 1991 , pointing manually to the flash (Bockisch & Miller, 1999) , and pointing with gaze to the flash (Bockisch & Miller, 1999; Dassonville, Schlag, & Schlag-Rey, 1992) . Regardless of the experimental procedure, the results were similar to those of Matin and colleagues, i.e., the flash was mislocalized before, during and after the saccade, suggesting that the change in the exR signal began before and continued until some time after the saccade.
Results from one of these studies (Honda, 1991) are presented in Fig. 1 . The top graph in the figure shows a subjectÕs average saccade, and the bottom graph shows the subjectÕs pattern of target flash mislocalization before, during, and following the saccade. Before the saccade, the subject mislocalized the flash in the direction of the saccade; toward the end of saccade and for a short time after, the subject mislocalized the flash opposite to the direction of the saccade.
An estimate of the exR signal corresponding to the flash mislocalization can be found using the expression, exRðtÞ ¼ PLðtÞ À RLðtÞ where exR(t) represents the exR signal at the time t, PL(t) is the perceived location of the target flash at t, and RL(t) is the retinal locus stimulated by the flash (see Honda, 1991) . [It is useful to note that if the flash is presented at the pre-saccadic fixation point, then the exR signal can be obtained from exR(t) = PL(t) + E(t) where E(t) is eye position. This reformulation makes clear that RL(t) is simply a reflection of the temporal course of the eye position.] As the middle graph in Fig. 1 shows, this estimate of the exR signal begins to change before the saccade, and changes with a time course much slower than the eye movement. It seems appropriate to refer to this slowly changing exR signal as the current theory of perceived location (at least with regard to flashes) in so far as it comes from a substantial number of experiments and is generally accepted.
An important assumption of this current theory is that the target flash serves as an accurate probe of the exR signal underlying perceived location. In other words, the flash, presented at any time before, during, or after a saccade, provides a faithful rendition of the quantitative features of the exR signal at that time. This assumption, however, neglects to take into account at least two aspects of the target flash as a probe. First of all, there is a time-delay between a target flash and when its R signal affects visual perception. Second, and most important here, is that although the target flash lasts only a few milliseconds, its R signal can persist for as long as several hundred milliseconds (Bowen, 1975; Bowen, Pola, & Matin, 1974; Duysen, Orbans, Cremieux, & Maes, 1988; Efron, 1970; Francis, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 1994; Matin & Bowen, 1976) . The consequence of these two factors is considerable: the R signal is delayed before it begins to interact with the exR signal and then the interaction may continue for some relatively long duration. Thus, a flash presented before a saccade could generate R signal persistence that interacts with an exR signal that is changing during and/ or after the saccade. (The reader should note that the term ''R signal'' simply designates that the signal arises from visual stimulation of the retina. Most certainly, the R signal travels to various cortical and subcortical regions where it interacts with the exR signal.) This paper presents several different types of models of the interaction between R and exR signals, in order to explore the effects of the R signal time-delay and persistence. The key premise in these models is that the R signal persistence has a substantial influence on the perceived location of a target flash, giving rise to a type of time-average of the exR signal. The models suggest that: (1) the slow exR signal is an artifact of experimental procedure using flashes; and (2) the actual exR signal begins to change after a saccade and changes relatively quickly--perhaps as quickly as the saccade. A preliminary version of these findings has been presented at the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (Pola & Wyatt, 2002) .
Methods
All model simulations were performed using a program developed with the ASYST software system. A generalized schema of the models is presented in Fig.  2 . It consists of four major components: (1) an R signal path; (2) a saccadic eye movement generator (SACC); (3) an exR signal path; and (4) the perceptual mechanism (PERCEPT) at which the R and exR signals interact.
(1) A ''target flash,'' a pulse of 5 ms duration, serves as input to the R signal path. In all but two models, the target flash passes through a time-delay t R followed by a low pass filter. The value of the time delay is set to 25 ms. This value is derived from studies showing that the response latency of the visual cortex to target flashes ranges from 20 to 60 ms (Duysen et al., 1988; Foxe & Simpson, 2002; Schmolesky et al., 1998) . The low pass filter is a fifth-order lag, a cascade of five first-order lags, each with a time constant of 15 ms. The output of this lag is an R signal persisting for about 200 ms. The order and time-constant of the lag were estimated from the (1) an R signal path involving a time-delay t R and a fifth-order lag; (2) a saccadic eye movement generator (SACC); (3) an exR signal path consisting of a time-delay t exR and an nth-order lag; and (4) a perceptual mechanism (PERCEPT) where the R signal interacts with the exR signal for the perception of location. The model also includes an input target T, an error signal e r (the difference between the target T and the eye position E), a trigger signal Trig, and a switch S. (Honda, 1991) . The top graph shows an average saccade, the center graph shows the time course of an exR signal that is presumed to accompany the occurrence of a saccade, and the bottom graph shows average flash mislocalization before, during and after saccadic eye movement. Zero on the abscissa gives the onset of saccadic movement. A central feature of these results is that the exR signal (derived from flash mislocalization using the equation given in the Introduction) begins to change about 100 ms prior to the onset of the saccade and changes at a rate slower that the saccade. This anticipatory, slow exR signal is generally considered to be responsible for the characteristics of the flash mislocalization that occurs before, during and following the saccade.
high-frequency asymptote and break-frequency x, respectively, of the ''attenuation function'' for the critical flicker-fusion response obtained with a small target (de Lange, 1954 (de Lange, , 1958 Kelly, 1959 Kelly, , 1961 . (For an nthorder single time-constant system, the slope of the high-frequency asymptote of the attenuation function gives the order of the system, and the reciprocal of the break-frequency x gives the time-constant.) The small target response was used, as opposed to the response with a large field stimulus, since the small target is similar to the targets used for the flash in experiments on perceived location. The basic idea in using the flickerfusion function is that it serves as a representation of the steady-state response of the temporal visual system to periodic flash stimulation. Assuming linearity and stationarity, the response to a single flash should be the same as the response to each of the repeated flashes. A feature of the small target response is that it is monophasic (decays in a non-oscillatory exponential manner) as opposed to the large target response, which could be biphasic or triphasic (oscillatory).
(2) The saccadic premotor mechanism SACC is responsible for initiating and shaping the signals that rotate the eyes at high velocity. In line with the basic functional components of the saccadic system (Pola, 2002) , a pulse is generated and delivered to an integrator to create a step. The pulse and step are summed and the resulting pulse-step is sent to a second-order oculomotor plant (PLANT) yielding a saccadic change in the eye position E. The time-constants of the plant are 150 and 7 ms (Robinson, 1973) .
SACC does not use an input target to initiate a pulse, but simply generates a pulse of appropriate amplitude and duration to yield an 8 deg saccade. However, for a more realistic representation of the saccadic mechanism, the model in Fig. 2 (and all following figures) includes an input target T, an error signal e r (the difference between T and E), a trigger signal Trig, and a switch S. Thus, when T is present, Trig closes S and e r activates SACC. (It should be noted that T is distinct from the target flash used to evaluate perceived location.) According to contemporary neurophysiology, the saccadic mechanism includes structures such as the frontal eye fields, the superior colliculi, the cerebellum, and the pontine and mesencephalic brainstem areas (see Pola, 2002) .
(3) At the same time as SACC sends its motor signal to PLANT, it also generates a saccade replica signal. This signal passes through a time-delay and a low-pass filter in the exR signal path. The time delay ranges from minus to plus values depending on the model, and the low-pass filter ranges from a zero to fifth order lag with a time-constant of 20 ms. By varying the order of the lag from 0 to 5, the resulting exR signal either mirrors the time course of a saccade, or is a damped version of the saccade. A time constant of 20 ms was chosen because it produces responses that are similar to the actual psychophysical data.
(4) The R signal and exR signal come together and interact in the visual perceptual mechanism PERCEPT. This interaction gives rise to the psychophysically determined exR signal and thus is called the psychophysical exR (psych.exR) signal. For a single target flash presented at any time before, during, or after the saccade, the magnitude of the psych.exR signal is given by the expression
RðtÞ Á exRðtÞ dt; where R(t) represents the R signal at time t, exR(t) represents the exR signal at t, the limits of integration t 1 and t 2 give the onset and termination of the R signal persistence, respectively, and k is a proportionality constant chosen so that the maximum value of the psych.exR signal is the same as the magnitude of the saccade. According to this expression, the psych.exR signal is the integral of the interaction (equal to the product) of the R signal and the exR signal over the duration of the R signal persistence. Since the R signal and the exR signal are P 0, the psych.exR signal could only be P 0. The R signal at each time t may be thought of as a weighting factor of the exR signal. Thus, when the R signal is ''strong,'' the contribution of the exR signal to the psych.exR signal is ''strong,'' and when the R signal is ''weak,'' the contribution of the exR signal is ''weak''. In other words, the value of the psych.exR signal is largely determined by the interaction between the R and exR signal when the R signal is ''strong''.
The integral gives the value of the psych.exR signal at a particular time (the time of a single target flash). To find out how the psych.exR signal changes over time, flashes are presented at 10 ms intervals starting 250 ms before the onset of a saccade until 250 ms after the saccade, and a value of psych.exR signal is found for each flash. These values in sequence show how the psych.exR signal changes before, during and after a saccade.
Results
Six different models are presented here. These models were chosen to represent a cross section of possible mechanisms underlying the perception of location at the time of a saccade as well as to show the limitations of the usual ways of thinking about both the R signal and the exR signal. The first two models investigate how an R signal without persistence affects perception. In the first model, the R signal interacts with a rapidly changing exR signal according to the ''traditional'' theory, and in the second, with an anticipatory, slowly changing exR signal in line with the ''current'' theory. Both of the models make correct predictions about perceived location. However, without R signal persistence they are incompatible with basic temporal response features of the visual system as shown by both psychophysics and neurophysiology (see Introduction). The second two models involve R signal persistence interacting with an anticipatory exR signal and thus are modified versions of the ''current'' theory. Although these models, in that they use persistence, are more realistic than the traditional or current models, it turns out that their predictions of perceived location are notably unlike experimental results. The final two models use R signal persistence, and, in contrast to all of the other models, a post-saccadic, fast exR signal. The important finding here is that this combination of R and exR signals gives perceptual responses that are very similar to experimental results.
The ''traditional'' and ''current'' models
The traditional model attempts to account for the perception of location under everyday visual circumstances, whereas the current model provides an explanation for the perceived location of a flash presented against a dark background. Both seem to presume that the R signal has essentially no influence on the expression of the exR signal in perception. However, given that objects in everyday visual circumstances are correctly localized, whereas a flash in the dark is not, the two models offer very different characterizations of the exR signal.
3.1.1. The ''traditional'' model: no R signal persistence and a rapidly changing exR signal
The traditional model, shown in Fig. 3A , suggests that the perception of object location is determined by the action of an exR signal that changes as fast as a saccade, and as a consequence of this signal, perceived location is veridical (Matin et al., 1968) . The target flash used to explore perceived location is a pulse of 5 ms duration, and in accord with the assumptions of most research on perceived location, the flash serves as an accurate probe of the temporal features of the exR signal. For this to be the case, the duration of the flash and its consequent R signal must be about the same. Thus, the target flash enters an R signal path with no time delay and no dynamics, producing an R signal that, like the flash, is a pulse of 5 ms duration. A saccade replica signal arising from SACC travels along the exR signal path without any time delay and filtering to the visual perceptual mechanism, PERCEPT. In other words, the exR signal path has no dynamics and the saccade replica signal arrives unchanged at PERCEPT. This is in line with the traditional view that the exR signal changes along with and at the same rapid rate as the saccade. Fig. 3B shows a target flash occurring 250 ms before a saccade, the resulting pulse-like R signal, and the rapidly changing exR signal. The flash, the saccade, and the exR signal are all presented in correct temporal relation. However, for clarity, the R signal, which occurs at the same time as the flash, is shown as slightly delayed.
The modelÕs response to target flashes presented before, during and after a saccade, is plotted in Fig. 3C and D. It is simplest (although not necessary) to think of each flash as at the pre-saccadic fixation position of the eyes (''0 deg''). Perhaps the most important aspect of the response is the psych.exR signal (Fig. 3C) . The pulse R signal interacting with the exR signal results in a psych.exR signal that changes along with and as quickly as the saccade, and thus is identical to the exR signal. A consequence of this fast psych.exR signal is that the perceived location of the flash (see equation in the Introduction) is a straight line over time at the actual physical location of the flash (Fig. 3D) . Thus, a flash is correctly localized at all times before, during and following the saccade. (It should be noted that the flash shown in Fig. 3B is presented long before the exR signal begins changing, and thus, the value of the resulting psych.exR signal is zero. Only subsequent flashes (not shown) presented as the exR signal changes are respon- The interaction between these two signals produces a psych.exR signal that also changes slowly. sible for the time varying features of the psych.exR signal.) 3.1.2. The ''current'' model: no R signal persistence and an anticipatory, slow exR signal As opposed to the traditional model, a substantial amount of research shows that a target flash presented at the time of a saccade is mislocalized (see Introduction). The current model, given in Fig. 4A , was developed to account for this mislocalization. As in the traditional model (Fig. 3A) , the R signal path has no dynamics and no time delay, so that the R signal occurs at the same time as, and has the same pulse-like duration (i.e., 5 ms) as the flash. On the other hand, the exR signal path consists of a time advance t exR = À100 ms followed by a fifth-order lag with a time constant T exR = 20 ms. Thus, the exR signal delivered to PER-CEPT begins to change before a saccade, and continues to change after the saccade is completed, i.e., the exR signal is an anticipatory, damped version of the saccade.
A target flash, the pulse R signal, and the anticipatory, slow exR signal are presented in Fig. 4B . Over all flashes, the pulse R signal interacting with the exR signal produces an anticipatory, slowly changing psych.exR signal that is virtually the same as the exR signal (Fig. 4C) . A result of this psych.exR signal is that flash mislocalization occurs first the direction of the saccade and then in the opposite direction (Fig. 4D) . Both the psych.exR signal and the flash mislocalization are similar to what has been found experimentally (Fig. 1). 
Modified versions of the ''current'' model
The ''traditional'' and ''current'' models maintain that the perception of location follows directly from the characteristics of the exR signal. Although each of the two models makes correct predictions about its particular perceptual domain (the traditional model concerned with perception in everyday visual situations, and the current model concerned with the perception of flashes in the dark), a major problem with both of the models is that they use a highly unrealistic pulse R signal. The following modified versions of the current model show that R signal persistence interacting with an anticipatory, slow exR signal or an anticipatory, fast exR signal gives perceptual responses substantially different from experimental results.
3.2.1. A simple variant of the ''current'' model: R signal persistence and an anticipatory, slow exR signal A target flash produces an R signal with at least two important properties: one is that there is a delay between the time of the flash and when its R signal affects perception, and the other is that the R signal can persist for as long as several hundred milliseconds. The R signal takes at least 25 ms to reach the visual cortex (Duysen et al., 1988; Foxe & Simpson, 2002; Schmolesky et al., 1998) , and R signal persistence can last for as much as several hundred milliseconds (Bowen et al., 1974; Duysen et al., 1988; Efron, 1970; Francis et al., 1994; Matin & Bowen, 1976) . Flicker-fusion data (de Lange, 1954 (de Lange, , 1958 Kelly, 1959 Kelly, , 1961 suggest that passing a flash through a low pass filter can simulate this persistence (see Methods). Thus, the modified version of the current model considered here (Fig. 5A ) has R signal path with a time delay t R = 25 ms and a fifth-order lag with a time constant T R = 15 ms. As in the current model (see Fig. 4A ), the exR signal anticipates and changes more slowly than the saccade. Fig. 5B shows a single target flash (presented 250 ms before a saccade), its R signal persistence, and an anticipatory, slow exR signal. The R signal persistence barely overlaps the exR signal and thereby has little or no influence on the psych.exR signal. Subsequent flashes result in persistence that more fully overlap the exR signal, and thus are responsible for the principal features of the psych.exR signal. Over all flashes, the interaction between the R signal and the exR signal (Fig. 5C ) produces a psych.exR signal that begins to change long before the onset of the saccade and continues to change until about the end of the saccade. The effect of this is that flash mis- Hershberger (1987) proposed that the exR signal is a pre-saccadic step. In this version of his model, R signal persistence interacting with the step exR signal produces a psych.exR signal that changes and reaches a maximum value well in advance of the saccade. localization takes place well before the saccade, but that no mislocalization occurs after the saccade (Fig. 5D ). These responses are very different from the usual experimental results portrayed in Fig. 1. 
Hershberger's model: R signal persistence and an anticipatory, step exR signal
Hershberger and colleagues (Hershberger, 1987; Hershberger, Jordan, & Lucas, 1998; Jordan & Hershberger, 1994 ) have offered a variant of the current model in which the exR signal anticipates the onset of a saccade, but instead of changing slowly, changes in a stepwise fashion. This proposal is based on: (1) the functional characteristics of the local feedback model of the saccadic system as originally proposed by Robinson (1973) ; and (2) the spatio-temporal features of a perceptual illusion (the phantom array) that results from a target flashing repeatedly during the execution of a saccade (Hershberger et al., 1998; Jordan & Hershberger, 1994) . A version of HershbergerÕs model is presented in Fig. 6A . The target flash, as in the previous model, passes through a time-delay t R = 25 ms and a fifth-order lag with a time-constant T R = 15 ms to give a slightly delayed R signal persistence. However, a step generates the exR signal (see Hershberger et al., 1998) . This step passes through a time advance t exR = À80 ms and a first-order lag with a time-constant T exR of only 2 ms. The resulting exR signal is an anticipatory, slightly smooth step.
A target flash, its R signal persistence, and the anticipatory, step-like exR signal are presented in Fig. 6B . Overall, the interaction between the two signals gives rise to a psych.exR signal that starts to change about 300 ms before the saccade onset and reaches a maximum value well before the saccade (Fig. 6C) . The consequence is that flash mislocalization begins 300 ms prior to the saccade and remains at a large value for several hundred milliseconds (Fig. 6D) . This is clearly different from the data shown in Fig. 1 , and also unlike findings obtained in any other study using single flashes.
Alternatives to the ''current'' model
If a flash is presented just before a saccade, its R signal persistence could interact with an exR signal that starts to change in the interval between the onset the saccade and shortly after the saccade. This means that an anticipatory psych.exR signal could arise from a postsaccadic exR signal. The following two models explore this possibility.
3.3.1. Alternative model 1: R signal persistence and a post-saccadic, moderately fast exR signal
In this model (Fig. 7A) , the R signal path has a time delay t R = 25 ms and a fifth-order lag with a time constant T R = 15 ms. Thus, like the above two models, a target flash produces R signal persistence. However, the exR signal path has a time delay t exR = 25 ms and a third-order lag with a time constant T exR = 20 ms. This gives an exR signal that, unlike any of the previous models, begins to change shortly after saccade onset and changes relatively quickly.
A target flash, R signal persistence, and the post-saccadic, fast exR signal appear in Fig. 7B . The important finding is that, over all flashes, the R signal persistence interacting with the post-saccadic exR signal yields both a psych.exR signal (Fig. 7C ) and flash mislocalization (Fig. 7D) remarkably like the data shown in Fig. 1, i. e., the psych.exR signal begins to change shortly before the saccade and continues to change throughout and after the saccade, and flash mislocalization occurs first in the direction of the saccade and then in the opposite direction.
Alternative model 2: R signal persistence and a post-saccadic, fast exR signal
The second of the two alternative models (Fig. 8A) is reminiscent of the ''traditional'' model; at least as far as the exR signal is concerned. Once again, the R signal path has a time delay t R = 25 ms and a fifth-order lag with a time constant T R = 15 ms in order to produce R signal persistence. In contrast, the exR signal path has a relatively long time delay t exR = 90 ms, and no lag. Thus, the exR signal begins to change well after the saccade, and changes at the same rate as the saccade (Fig.  8B) . A striking feature of this modelÕs response is that, even though the exR signal changes very quickly, the psych.exR signal (Fig. 8C ) and the flash mislocalization (Fig. 8D ) are similar to the results shown in Fig. 1. 
Discussion

Overall findings
This study explores the way in which a flash-generated R signal interacts with an exR signal for visually perceived location at the time of a saccade. In both the ''traditional'' model ( Fig. 3) and the ''current'' model (Fig. 4) , the target flash produces a pulse-like R signal. This pulse R signal accurately probes the temporal characteristics of the exR signal. In the traditional model, the exR signal changes at the same rapid rate as the saccade, and in the current model, the exR signal begins to change before the saccade, and continues to change throughout and after the saccade. Thus, the traditional model produces a psych.exR signal that changes at the same rate as the saccade, whereas the current model yields a psych.exR signal that begins to change before, and more slowly than the saccade. Of the two models, only the current model gives a psych.exR signal that resembles what has been found in previous studies on perceived location (Bockisch & Miller, 1999; Dassonville et al., 1992; Honda, 1990; Matin, 1972; Pola, 1973 Pola, , 1976 . However, this model is based on two problematic features: first, the modelÕs pulse-like R signal is clearly different from R signal persistence as shown by both psychophysical and neurophysiological experimental results (Bowen, 1975; Bowen et al., 1974; Duysen et al., 1988; Efron, 1970; Francis et al., 1994; Matin & Bowen, 1976) . Second, the pulse R signal dictates that the anticipatory, slow psych.exR signal cannot be anything other than a simple reflection of the exR signal. Thus, the assumption of a pulse R signal and the finding of a slow exR signal are to some extent mutually dependent.
The two ''modified versions'' of the current model (Figs. 5 and 6) respond to a target flash with R signal persistence, and in this respect are in accord with experimental findings. However, this persistence interacts with an exR signal that anticipates a saccade, and thus generates a psych.exR signal that begins to change much earlier and with temporal features different than what has been found in previous studies (Bockisch & Miller, 1999; Dassonville et al., 1992; Honda, 1990; Matin, 1972; Pola, 1973 Pola, , 1976 . In short, R signal persistence does not work particularly well with the exR signal as suggested by the current theory.
The two ''alternative'' models (Figs. 7 and 8) also involve R signal persistence, but with an exR signal that begins to change following the onset of a saccade and changes relatively quickly. The interaction between these two signals produces an anticipatory, slow psych.exR signal that bears a close similarity to the results of previous studies (Bockisch & Miller, 1999; Dassonville et al., 1992; Honda, 1990; Matin, 1972; Pola, 1973 Pola, , 1976 . Although the alternative models produce about the same responses as the current model, they use the experimentally based R signal persistence as opposed to the unrealistic pulse R signal. Thus, the alternative models offer the possibility that the anticipatory, slow psych.exR signal is a consequence of using target flashes to investigate perceived location, and that the underlying exR signal may actually be post-saccadic and fast.
Besides suggesting what the exR signal looks like, these models provide a way to understand what otherwise is a somewhat puzzling finding. In a recent study, Boucher, Groh, and Hughes (2001) presented either a bright target flash or a dim target flash at various times when a saccade occurred. One expectation was that the dim flash, with a long latency R signal, would produce a psych.exR signal that begins to change well in advance of the saccade, whereas the bright flash, with a short latency R signal, would produce a psych.exR signal that begins to change with less of an advance. Instead, what they found was that the two different intensities produced nearly identical psych.exR signals. This finding is difficult to explain if the target flash causes a pulse R signal, but can be understood in the framework of R signal persistence. For example, a bright flash R signal has less persistence than a dim flash R signal (Bowen et al., 1974) . Hence, a bright flash presented, say, 150 ms before a saccade produces an R signal that interacts with the exR signal for a relatively short time, while a dim flash presented 150 ms before a saccade produces an R signal that interacts with the exR signal for a longer time. In our model, the psych.exR signal is proportional to the integral of product of R(t) and exR(t) (see Methods). Thus, the overall bright flash interaction (short and strong) would not necessarily be different from the overall dim flash interaction (long and weak).
Model parameters
The time delay of 25 ms in the R signal path is at the lower end of response latencies of the visual cortex (see Methods). The exact value of this delay, however, is not critical to the functioning of the models. If the value was increased, for example, and the delay in the exR signal path was similarly increased, the characteristics of the psych.exR signal would not change. The fifth-order lag (time constant = 15 ms) in the R signal path generates R signal persistence with a duration of about 200 ms, although the onset and termination of the persistence is obscured in the figures as presented here. In experimental studies of flash persistence (Bowen, 1975; Matin & Bowen, 1976) , where both the onset and the termination of persistence were determined, the duration of the persistence turned out to be about 200 ms or somewhat longer, depending on background luminance. It should be noted that the duration of the persistence in the model and in the experimental study are similar, even though one was analytically derived from flicker-fusion data and the other came from experimental measurement.
In any case, an important difference between the models and the experiments on perceived location is that the models produce a fixed psych.exR signal, whereas the experimentally determined psych.exR signal varied from one study to another. In the early experiments by Matin and his colleagues (Matin & Pearce, 1965; Matin et al., 1968; Matin et al., 1970; Matin, 1972; Pola, 1973 Pola, , 1976 , the psych.exR signal began to change as much as 200 ms before the saccade and continued to change until as much as 500 ms after. In contrast, the experiment by Honda (1990) showed a psych.exR signal that began 100 ms before the saccade and continued until approximately 200 ms after. In the studies by Dassonville et al. (1992) the characteristics of the psych.exR signal varied noticeably from subject to subject. For one subject, the signal began to change 200 ms before the saccade, and reached its maximum value at about 100 ms after the saccade. For another, the signal began 100 ms before the saccade and continued until 50 ms after. Ross, Morrone, and Burr (1997) found that the psych.exR signal began about 100 ms before the saccade, but, in general, stopped at the time of saccade onset.
What might be the reason for this variability? One possibility is that there may have been simple statistical differences in visuo-oculomotor characteristics of the subjects from one experiment to another. If this is the case, a modest adjustment in the values of model parameters according to subject could easily account for the results. Another possibility is the differences in psychophysical procedure in the various experiments. A feature of Honda (1990) study, for example, is that a post-saccadic target appeared and the subjects moved the target to the perceived location of the flash. As the subjects moved the target they visually followed it, engaging the smooth pursuit system and/or the fixation system and their perceptual mechanisms. The occurrence of slow eye movements may have had an effect on the details of the subjects perception. A third possibility could be related to the fact that the amplitude of saccades varied across studies. Matin (1972) used 2 deg saccades, Pola (1973 Pola ( , 1976 ) used 5 and 8 deg saccades, Honda (1990) used 8 deg saccades, Dassonville et al. (1992) used 20 deg saccades, Ross et al. (1997) used 20 deg saccades, and Bockisch and Miller (1999) used 12 deg saccades. We do not know if the psych.exR signal changes in some simple manner as a function of saccade amplitude, but if it does, it could easily be included in the models.
Most experiments on the perceived location of a flash have been conducted without any visual frame of reference. One exception to this is the study by Ross et al. (1997) , where the perceived flash location was determined with respect to a ruler that appeared shortly after the end of a saccade. The ruler may have contributed to the finding of a relatively fast (with respect to other studies) psych.exR signal. The ruler also appears to affect the features of the psych.exR signal depending on where the flash is presented in the visual field (Lappe, Awater, & Krekelberg, 2000) . The models presented here were meant to account for perceived location in the dark, and at present have nothing to say about the effects of visual context.
Integration of the product of the R signal and the exR signal
Perhaps the most important feature of the models is the mathematical integration of the product of the R(t) signal and the exR(t) signal (see Methods). It is this aspect of the two ''alternative'' models that is able to transform a post-saccadic, fast exR signal into an anticipatory, slow psych.exR signal. In all of the models, the assumption was that the R signal is able to interact with the exR signal, regardless of instantaneous strength of the R signal. An alternative to this would be that the R signal interacts with the exR signal only when the R signal strength is above some threshold value. Thus, the integral would exclude values of the product of the two signals when the R signal fell below the threshold, say, at the tail end of the R signal persistence. The result of this criterion would be to reduce the effective duration of the R signal persistence. However, this would impose an unnecessary complication, especially at this early stage in modeling.
The mathematical integration may be regarded as simply a computational device to calculate how the R signal persistence affects the perceived location of a target flash. From this point of view, it does not have to say much about the mechanism involved in perception. On the other hand, it is worthwhile to consider in what manner the ''integration'' may reflect actual underlying processes. One possibility is that ''temporal summation'' of R and exR signals at visuo-motor neurons plays a role in the integration process. If such neurons have sufficiently long time-constants (between 50 and 100 ms), summation could occur over durations as long as the R signal persistence. It is also possible that the visuo-motor neurons involve local feedback interactions that yield an output signal proportional to the integral of the input to the network. A network of this sort has been suggested as underlying the process of ''neural integration'' responsible for the generation of version eye movements (Arnold & Robinson, 1991; Cannon & Robinson, 1985; Cannon, Robinson, & Shamma, 1983) . A third possibility is that the integration reflects a form of cognitive appraisal. A subject observing a flash presented just before or during a saccade may actually perceive some change in the location of the flash over, say, the 200 ms of its visual persistence. However, given that the subject is instructed to report on a specific perceived location, the subject may make an estimate of the perceived location according the relative salience of the percept over time. Of course, all three of the above processes may contribute to the integral.
Source of the exR signal
It has been suggested (Kusunoki & Goldberg, 2003; Ross et al., 1997) that neural discharge preceding the occurrence of a saccade, such as is found in the superior colliculus, inferior parietal cortex, and perhaps even the supplementary motor cortex, might be involved in creating the anticipatory component of the exR signal. Although the findings presented here cannot rule out that pre-saccadic neural activity contributes to the exR signal, they raise the possibility that pre-saccadic activity is of less importance than neural signals co-temporal with the process of generating a saccade.
One of the more promising ideas concerning saccade generation involves a local feedback circuit. Several versions of this type of model have been offered: reticulocentric (Robinson, 1973) , colliculocentric (Waitzman, Ma, Optican, & Wurtz, 1991) and, most recently, cerebellocentric (Quaia, Lefevre, & Optican, 1999) . A common feature of all of these models is the presence of an input reference signal related to eye position (either desired eye position or desired change in eye position) that drives the motor mechanisms for creating a saccade (see Pola, 2002) . As the saccade proceeds, an efference copy signal is fed back to subtract from the reference signal, so that when the feedback signal is equal in magnitude to the reference, the saccade is completed. This efference copy signal changes at essentially the same rate as the saccade, and thus is a good candidate for the exR signal responsible for perception of location. The results here suggest that the exR signal, as it interacts with the R signal, is either a slightly damped version of the efference signal with a modest delay (alternative model 1) or a close replica of the efference signal with a larger delay (alternative model 2). The slight damping in alternative model 1 could arise from neural filtering as the efference signal travels to, and operates on perception. The existence of a modest to large delay (alternative models 1 and 2) could be an adaptation designed to deal with the variety of transmission delays that the visual system must confront as input stimuli vary from bright to dim.
If the exR signal is closely related to a saccadic efference copy signal, then the perceived location would be expected to be a simple function of one or another parameter of the saccadic eye movement itself. In fact, in previous research reported by Pola (1973 Pola ( , 1976 , it has been shown that the perceived location of a flash is a linear function of the eye position. This linear relation is found over a wide range of eye positions both during and after a saccade and does not appear to be disturbed by parametric adjustment of saccadic amplitude.
The everyday visual environment and the exR signal
One of the issues posed by the current theory is the following: when we make a saccade in the everyday visual environment, why is it that perceived object location remains stable, given that the exR signal begins to change before the saccade and continues to change slowly throughout and after the saccade? In attempting to deal with this issue at least two explanations have been provided. The first, offered by Matin some years ago (Matin, 1976) , suggests that backward masking resulting from the presence of the retinal image during and after a saccade reduces vision during the saccade, and thus minimizes the perceptual effects of the anticipatory, slow exR signal. More recently, Bridgeman and coworkers (Bridgeman & Graziano, 1989; Deubel et al., 1998; Deubel et al., 1996) have provided evidence that visual perception is not particularly sensitive to the shift of the retinal image resulting from a saccade, and that this lack of sensitivity may play a role in the stability of perceived location. Perhaps both of these processes are involved in perceived location. However, these accounts do not recognize that target flashes used in the study of perceived location may be responsible for the anticipatory, slow psych.exR signal. Recent experiments suggest that a ''long duration stimulus'' presented during the course of an eye movement, is more accurately localized than a flash (van Beers, Wolpert, & Haggard, 2001) . The reason for this difference in localization is not clear, but it could be related, at least in part, to the fact that a long duration stimulus has a much shorter persistence than a flash (Bowen et al., 1974) . In any case, a possibility raised by this finding (assuming one or another of the alternative models) is that in the everyday visual environment, with long duration stimuli, the exR signal as expressed in perception (i.e., the psych.exR signal) changes relatively quickly. If this is so, then the exR signal does not have to be masked and/or ignored, but instead plays a primary role in the accurate perception of location, perhaps closer to the one envisaged by the ''traditional'' theory.
